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Cyril Kormos is Founder and Executive Director of Wild Heritage
and also serves as IUCN-WCPA Vice-Chair for World Heritage.
He was a Lui-Walton Innovator’s Fellow at Conservation
International from 2016-2018 and became a National
Geographic Explorer in 2018. Cyril is also a co-founder of, and
on the Steering Committee for: IntAct: International Action for
Primary Forests, a member of the International Union for
Conservation of Nature’s Primary Forest Task Team, and a
member of the Executive Committee at Wild Europe. Cyril has
edited several books, including A Handbook on International Wilderness Law and
Policy (Fulcrum Publishing) and has also published extensively in scientific and policy journals.
Cyril holds a B.A. in English from the University of California, Berkeley, an M.Sc. in Politics of
the World Economy from the London School of Economics and a J.D. from the George
Washington University Law School.
Dr. Fanny Douvere currently leads UNESCO's World Heritage Marine Programme overseeing
the conservation of 50 iconic ocean places on the World Heritage
List. Since she took office in 2010, marine World Heritage has
transformed into a global network of flagship marine protected
areas that today spans across 37 countries from the tropics to the
poles. She serves as UNESCO's lead advisor on ocean World
Heritage dossiers ranging from Australia's Great Barrier Reef, the
Sundarbans in Bangladesh to the endangered Vaquita in the Gulf of
California in Mexico. In June 2018, she led UNESCO's negotiations
toward the successful removal of the Belize Barrier Reef from the
List of World Heritage in Danger. In March 2021, she led UNESCO's
science work illustrating that marine World Heritage hosts over 20%
of the world's blue carbon assets. Previously she was responsible for UNESCO's first global
assessment of the impacts of climate change on UNESCO World Heritage-listed coral
reefs and its work on World Heritage in the High Seas in 2017 and 2016 respectively.
Dr Ishanlosen Odiaua has nearly twenty years experience in the heritage sector in Africa. A
trained architect, her doctoral research at the Université de Paris
1 (Pantheon-Sorbonne, Paris) examined architectural
conservation in the West African savannah, from pre-colonial to
the post-independence era. Her career path has included
university teaching at the Abubakar Tafawa Balewa University in
Nigeria, programme management and consultancy with various
institutions such as Centre for Heritage Development in Africa
(Kenya), UNESCO, World Bank, World Monuments Fund, and
African Development Bank. She is a well-rounded heritage and development professional
with a good grasp of the economic, social and environmental factors that ultimately impact
heritage conservation.

Dr Pascall Taruvinga has a Doctoral degree in Archaeology from
the University of Cape Town in South Africa, and he is the Chief
Heritage Officer for Robben Island World Heritage Site (South
Africa) since 2013. Has has extensive experience in museology,
community programming, heritage tourism, strategic planning,
capacity building, stakeholder management, liberation heritage,
rock art, World Heritage and conservation at different sites. An
advocate for sustainable socio-economic development and
community participation at heritage sites. PhD studies on stakeholders, conservation and
sustainable development. A member of several national and international heritage
professional associations and committees. Has also published on heritage issues and he has
been until very recently the Chief Heritage Officer of Robben Island World Heritage site in
Western Cape, South Africa.
Scott Heron is an environmental physicist whose research focus is
on coastal and near-shore environments, and involves the synthesis
of physical information with ecological, biological and/or chemical
characteristics of the environment. He is Associate Professor in the
College of Science and Engineering, James Cook University
(Australia) and associated with the NOAA Coral Reef Watch program
(USA). Scott’s research includes investigation of impacts on coral
reefs (including coral bleaching and disease), reef resilience and
conservation management, within the context of climate change.
Scott is co-lead developer of the Climate Vulnerability Index (CVI), a tool that rapidly assesses
climate vulnerability of World Heritage properties and other protected areas (cviheritage.org), which involves working with UNESCO World Heritage Centre and its advisory
bodies, and various collaborators.

